
    

40132 CAIRO
The Cairo collection is one of the first of its kind, a motion
collection designed for small spaces. The clean and
contemporary silhouette features a sophisticated flared
track arm with elegant decorative pull top stitch details.
With a unique box border bucket seat, featuring a soft pull
and plush fiber filled backs, the Cairo cradles you for soft
comfort and optimal support. This Cairo collection loads a
lot of comfort into a smaller scale and is ideal for the
urban customer. Enjoy soft sculptural lines and
comfortable seating at its finest without sacrificing space.

FEATURES
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Features: Power Headrest, Keep all your devices
charged and at your fingertips with built-in USB
charging, 2.1 amp, Single and double needle top
stitching for luxurious tailoring (on leather and select
fabrics), Hidden plastic glides integrated into the base
Mechanism Activation: Power recline and power
headrests operated by a brushed metal power switch
with integrated USB charging, Manual recline with pull
latch, finished in an attractive gunmetal gray
Cover: All Palliser Fabrics, All Palliser Leathers
Cushions: Attached seat cushions feature a high-
resiliency, high density foam core with a polyester wrap,
Semi-attached back cushions feature a fibre filling,
blown into channels to prevent shifting and provide
pillow-soft comfort
Suspension: Back suspension features 100% premium
elastic webbing to provide consistent comfort and
support, Seat suspension features heavy gauge
sinuous springs, engineered to provide premium
comfort and endurance

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM
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A. Seat Depth: 20.5 in / 52.1 cm B. Seat Height: 20.0 in / 50.8 cm
C. Arm Height: 24.7 in / 62.8 cm D. Arm Depth: 33.3 in / 84.5 cm
E. Seat Back Height: 23.0 in / 58.3 cm F. Width of Arm: 5.9 in / 15.1 cm
G. Reclined Depth: 65.0 in / 165.2 cm H. Headrest Extension: 16.0 in / 40.6 cm

31 Wallhugger Power
Recliner w/ Power Headrest
34 x 39 x 40"
86 x 100 x 103cm
IA: 22" / 56cm

61 Sofa Power Recliner w/
Power Headrest
81 x 39 x 40"
205 x 100 x 103cm
IA: 69" / 174cm

63 Loveseat Power Recliner
w/ Power Headrest
58 x 39 x 40"
147 x 100 x 103cm
IA: 46" / 116cm

Measurements displayed here represent the standard for this series. Some pieces may vary.

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change
without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the LEFT HAND SIDE
of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the RIGHT HAND
SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
Actual measurements for each item may vary from what is shown here.
Please allow up to a +/- 1 inch difference.
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